This paper analyzes mixed methods for the biharmonic problem by means of new families of mesh dependent norms which are introduced and studied. More specifically, several mixed methods are shown to be stable with respect to these norms and, as a consequence, error estimates are obtained in a simple and direct manner.
where C is independent of h.
In [1] , [2] Babuska studied Ritz-Galerkin approximation of general, variationally posed problems. The main result of [1] , [2] , as applied to (1.1) and (1.2), is that (1. The results of [1] , [2] , [5] can be viewed as a strategy for analyzing such approximation methods: the approximation method is characterized by certain bilinear forms, norms (spaces), and families of finite-dimensional approximation spaces, and if the method can be shown to be stable with respect to the chosen norms, then the error estimates in these norms follow directly, provided the bilinear forms are bounded and the approximation properties of Vn and Wn are known in these norms.
These results can be used to analyze, for example, certain hybrid methods for the biharmonic problem [5] , [6] . The results of [1] , [2] have also been used to analyze a variety of variationally posed problems that do not have the form (1.1).
There are other problems of a similar nature, however, where attempts at using the results of [1] , [2] , [5] were not entirely successful since not all of the hypotheses were satisfied: specifically, the Brezzi condition (1.3) or, equivalently, the Babuska condition (1.6), is not satisfied with the usual choice of norms, i.e., the approximation methods for these problems are not stable with respect to the usual choice of norms. This is the case, for example, in the analysis [7] of the HerrmannMiyoshi [15] , [16] , [20] mixed method for the biharmonic problem. In the analysis of this method, a natural choice for both II-IIy and II • llw is the 1st order Sobolev norm; however, this method is not stable with respect to this choice of norms. As a result of this difficulty, the error estimates obtained in [5] are not optimal. A similar difficulty arises in the analysis of the Herrmann-Johnson [15] , [16] , [17] and Ciarlet-Raviart [9] mixed methods for the biharmonic problem. In later work of Error estimates in the more standard norms are then obtained by using the usual duality argument. The results of this paper were announced in [21] . We also note that the methods employed in this paper have been applied to two-point boundary value problems in [3] . Section 2 contains a review of the convergence results of Brezzi and Babuska. In Section 3 we introduce and study the mesh dependent norms and spaces used in the analysis in this paper. In Section 4 we treat three examples previously analyzed in the literature and show how error estimates can be derived from the abstract results in Section 2, used in conjunction with the mesh dependent norms introduced in Section 3. These examples are all mixed methods for the biharmonic problem. The error estimates in the standard norms that are obtained in the present paper and those obtained in [12] , using different techniques, are the same.
Throughout this paper we will use the Sobolev spaces Hm = //m(fi), where £2
is a convex polygon in the plane and m is a nonnegative integer. On these spaces we have the seminorms and norms K.-4..o«( Z /" \D*v\2dx)il2, and ■»■m-l»l*.n-( L /" \D«V\2dxY12.
//o"(fi) denotes the subspace of 7/m(fi) of functions vanishing together with their first m -1 normal derivatives on T = 9 £2. We also use the spaces H~m(£l) = (tf^ifi))' (the dual space of i/^ifi)) with the norm on /Tm(fi) taken to be the usual dual norm. We consider the following problem, referred to as problem P:
Given /G [l'n and g E \)}'n, find (m, \¡j) E \Jh x Wft satisfying
where (-, •) denotes the pairing between Vn and its dual space \j'h, or between Wn and W'h.
We shall consider this problem for a subclass of data, i.e., for (f, g) E D, where D is a subclass of \}'h x \ffh. We assume that P has a unique solution for all (f, g) E D.
We are interested in the approximate solution of P. Toward this end we suppose we are given finite-dimensional spaces Vn C \1 h and Wn C [)Jn, 0 < h < l,and consider the following problem, referred to as problem Pn:
We now regard uh as an approximation to u and i//ft as an approximation to \p. Theorem 1 (Brezzi [5] In the applications in this paper, both the spaces Vh, l)Jh and Vn, Wn depend on h, i.e., are mesh dependent; the constantsKx, K2, y0, and kQ, however, will be independent of h; cf. [2, Chapter 7] . In these applications the solution (u, \p) of (2.3) is independent of h and lies in Vn x ijJh for all h. Thus the estimate (2.7) yields convergence estimates for u-uh and \p -\¡/n, provided the families {K^and {Wh} satisfy an approximability assumption. For typical finite element applications this would involve the assumption that infxGK II« -x II y and inf GW Hi// -r/IL tend to zero as h tends to zero.
3. Mesh Dependent Norms and Spaces. In this section we describe the mesh dependent norms and spaces we shall use in the paper. Let fi be a convex polygon in the plane. For 0 < h < 1, we let Tn be a triangulation of £2 by triangles T of diameter less than or equal to h. We assume the family of triangulations {Tn} satisfies the minimal angle condition, i.e., there is a constant o such that
re jh Pt where hT is the diameter of T and pT is the diameter of the largest circle contained in T, and is quasi-uniform, i.e., there is a constant r > 0 such that On #'(£2) we define ll"|lo,ft = fnM2dx + h5r |M|2&
and then define H® to be the completion of//'(fi) with respect to IHI" /,. H% can be identified with L2(fi) ®L2(Th)
We note that norms similar tc manner in Douglas-Dupont [11] and Thomas [26] We note that norms similar to ll-ll0 n and H-H2>ft have been used in a different We now prove several lemmas that are fundamental to the analysis of this paper.
These proofs are all closely related to the ideas used in the proof of the BrambleHilbert lemma [4] . Prior to stating the first of these lemmas, we describe the notation we will use and state some well-known results that will be used in the proofs.
Let T be an arbitrary triangle and let T be the reference triangle with vertices It is easily seen that Proof. It is sufficient to show that hf \u\2ds<C\\u\\2 WuESn.
rh Now (Jf \û\2 dx)ï/2 and (Jf \u\2 dx + fdf \u\2 ds)l/2 are both norms on the finitedimensional space Pk(T) = {p\f. p EPk} and hence there is a constant C(T) such that J"af l«l2 ds < C(f)ff l«l dxWÛE Pk(f).
Let T E Tn and suppose T is the image of T under the mapping F(x) = Bx + b. Then, using (3.1), (3.2), and (3.6), we see that for any u EPk we have ii,\u\2dS=zST,\u\2ds<ZSî,\û\2\Ti\dx
for all u E Sn.
Lemma 2. There is a constant C such that lli/ll2>h<Crl"1ll«ll1>n WUEPk.
Proof. Since {Th} is quasi-uniform, it is well known that £ \\u\\22T<ch-2\\u\\2il WuEPk.
TGTfa
Thus it is sufficient to show that
wUEPk.
(fj, \u\2 dx + ¡df \S7xu\2 ds)1'2 and Hull, f are both norms on the finite-dimensional space Pk(T) and hence there is a constant C(T) such that I. BABUSKA, J. OSBORN AND J. P1TKARANTA E(Û) = XflVí«!2 ds < C(T)\\u\\2>T WÛ E Pk(f).
Clearly, E(u + p) = E(ù) VP E PQ. Thus
and hence, using (3.9), we have £■(«) < C(T) inf lb + p\ j. < C(f)\u\x j.. Therefore, we obtain *-;r
This completes the proof. Lemma 3. There is a constant C such that inf II« -x»o ft < ChH ft xesh /or a// u E Hr(Sl) and all h, where 1 < r and 1 < / < mini/, k + 1).
Ptoo/ We define two interpolation operators that will be used in the proof.
For u E H2(T), let IjiiE Pk be defined by Thus it is sufficient to show that fr \u-:hu\2ds<Ch2,-l\u\2n. For the case r> 2 and / = 1 or r = I = 1, we estimate II« -lnu\\0n. Clement [10] has shown that II«-?"«ll0< Ch\u\x.
By a slight modification of the proof in [9] , we obtain lj/2 y/2 hfr \u-¿"«I2 ds) <C7i|«|,.
The desired result now follows. Using the well-known correspondence between the biharmonic problem and the Stokes problem, this regularity result can be deduced from the regularity result for the Stokes problem proved in [18] . We assume g E //_1(fi) throughout this section. We now seek an approximation to the solution t// of (4.1) by a mixed method, i.e., we introduce an auxiliary variable, (u = -Ai// for the method of this subsection), write (4.1) as a second-order system, cast this sytem into variational form, and then consider the Ritz-Galerkin method corresponding to this variational formulation. Given g E H~l(n.), find («, i//) G #° x (H2 n H¿) satisfying Using (4.5), one easily sees that the approximation procedure determined by (4.6) is the same as that considered by Glowinski [14] and Mercier [19] and further developed by Ciarlet-Raviart [9] . Note that this method yields direct approximations to i// and to « = -Ai// (the stream function and vorticity in hydrodynamical problems).
We have already observed that (2.1) and (2.2) are satisfied. In order to apply Theorem 1, we must check the stability condition (2.5)-(2.6). Combining (4.21) and (4.22), we have (4.16) with C = (Cs + QC,^1)"1.
We are now ready to apply Theorem 1 to analyze the Ciarlet-Raviart method. We obtain II« -uh\\0h + H-*h H2 h < c( inf II« -x»o ft + inf U -ri\\2¡h) . If we let w = -Ad, then from (4.2) we have Ho||3 + flwll, <ClldL,.
Also, from the discussion following Eqs. . Note that the approach of this paper does not yield error estimates for the case k = 1 for the method studied in this subsection (and also for the method of Subsection (b)); for this case the reader is referred to Scholz [24] . Using ¿"-estimate techniques, Scholz [24] has shown that II« -uh\\0 = OQ^-3^2) under different assumptions than those made in (4.24). In [25] it is shown that in any subdomain fi0 CC £2, II« -un ll0 n is of "nearly" the same order as Hi// -\ph H0,n> provided i// is sufficiently smooth. Finally we note that our approach allows the treatment of the case when g E (H^)' -//-1(fi). For example, we could treat the case where g is the Dirac function, which corresponds to a concentrated load in plate theory.
Estimates Letting Sn be as defined in (3.1), we consider the approximate problem P,, with
Vh =iV = 0></):»12 =v21'VijGSh} and wH=shnHl0iSi).
With this choice for the forms an and bn and spaces Vn and Wn, problem Ph describes the Herrmann-Miyoshi method [15] , [16] , [20] . Note that with this method we obtain direct approximations to i// and 92 \plbx¡bXj (the displacement and moments in elasticity problems).
In order to apply Theorem 1, we must check (2.1), (2.2), (2.5), and (2.6). (2.1) and (2.2) are immediate. In light of (4.30), the proof of (2.5) is similar to the proof of (2.5) for the method in Subsection (a). Finally we consider (2.6). Let <p E Wh be
given. By Theorem 3 we know there is a u G Sn such that L VvVipdx> I?II2
'ft " '*"«*-»*"'2,ft and llull0>"<ciMl2>ft. This proves (2.6).
We are now ready to apply Theorem 1 to analyze the Herrmann-Miyoshi method.
This application is essentially the same as that in Subsection (a). We use the approximability results in Lemma 3, as modified for matrix-valued functions with the aid of This choice leads to the Herrmann-Johnson method [15] , [16] , [17] . Note that this method differs from the Herrmann-Miyoshi method only in the choice of the finitedimensional space Vn.
This example has certain special features which allow an analysis that is rather different than that employed in the previous two examples. These special features involve the existence of two particular projection operators denoted by vn and Zft. We turn to this now.
Ttn is defined as in [ Pr-oo/ In Lemma 4 of [7] it is shown that ll7rftv-vll0<C/i'llvllz.
Thus it remains to show that (hfr |M(7r"v -v)|2 dsY <Ch'M¡. Estimate (4.53) improves on estimates in [7] . Estimates (4.43) and (4.51)-(4.53) are given in [7] , and (4.43) and (4.51)-(4.54) are proved in [12] .
Remarks. (1) As in Subsection (b), we could have shown that the method studied here is stable with respect to the norm II II0 n + II ll2 n and then obtained error estimates in this norm. This approach would have allowed the treatment of the case when g E (H^)' -//_1(fi) (cf. the next to the last paragraph in Subsection (a)). However, due to the special nature of this example, more refined estimates can be obtained by the analysis sketched above in the case when sufficient regularity of the solution is assumed. Thus the mesh dependent norms play a less central role in the analysis of this method than in previous methods. They are, however, convenient; their use leads to a very natural setting for the study of this example.
(2) The analysis in this subsection was based on the projections iih and 2, and the fact that Zh C Z = {w: w G \Jn, bhivf, j) = 0 W e H2(£l) n //¿(fi)}, which follows from the existence of 2ft. For a general discussion of the projections ■nh and 2, and the condition Zh C Z see Falk and Osborn [12] and Fortin [13] . (3) In this subsection the mesh family is not required to be quasi-uniform.
